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Examples of politeness strategies

• She is afraid of spiders.
• I’m afraid (= I think probably) she’s not coming 

back.
• She’s not coming back, I’m afraid (=probably).
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Indo-Aryan language: verbal morphology

more fine-
grained and 
highly-
calibrated 
politeness 
marker 

mh
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Hierarchy in the 2nd person : 2HH > 2MH > 2H > 2NH
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Single, double, triple agreement regions
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Verb-agreement paradigm in Odia

Source: Ray, 2003: 461

No gender 
distinction
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Copula forms of Odia
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Copula forms of Hindi
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Paradigm of Maithili verb-agreement 
(Source: Bickel et al. 1999:486)
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1. Hindi:
(NPNOM/ERG) (NPNNOM) V-TNS-AGR1NOM/ERG

2. Bajjika:
(NPNOM) (NPNNOM) V-TNS-AGR1NOM (-AGR2NNOM)

3. Maithili:
(NPNOM) (NPNNOM) V-TNS-AGR1NOM (-AGR2NNOM) (-AGR3NNOM)

Different types of agreement paradigms
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Objectives

• to analyse the paradigm of verb-agreement in in a 
selection of Indo-Aryan languages;

• to show that the verbal paradigm of a few Bihari 
languages (within the Indo-Aryan family) have 
allocative agreement markers;

• to show the verbal agreements suffixes of the Bihari 
languages are deployed to serve politeness as well as 
other discourse-pragmatic functions.
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Key studies on Bihari languages

• Bihari languages: Grierson (1968[1903])
• Maithili: Singh (1989); Bickel et al. (1999)
• Magahi: Verma (1991); 
• Chapters on Maithili, Magahi, and Bhojpuri in 

Cardona & Jain (2003/2007)
• Bajjika: Kashyap (2012); Kashyap & Yap (in press);
• Indo-Aryan family: Bickel & Yādava (2000); 

Kashyap & Yap (forthc)
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Structure of NP and VP in Bajjika

• Noun phrase: 
(DEM) (NUM) (ADJ)-(DEF) HEAD NOUN-DEF (CASE)

• Verb phrase:
(NEG) V (ASP) (MOD) (AUX) -TENSE-AGR1(-AGR2)
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Case marking in NP and VP in Bajjika and 
Maithiliy

[case] [Agreement]
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Nominative vs. non-nominative 
reference (example from Bajjika

(1)
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NNOM verbal suffix invariant to case distinction 
(-ai in these examples)

(2)
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The paradigm of NOM & NNOM 
person-agreement in Bajjika
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“Single” vs. “double” agreement (in Bajjika)
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		(3).

		a.

		u

		daur-lak



		

		

		3NH

		run-PST-3NH.NOM



		

		

		‘He rank.’



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		b.

		pulis

		chãorā 

		ke

		barā 



		

		

		police

		lad

		ACC

		much



		

		

		mār-lak-ai



		

		

		beat-PST-3NH.NOM-3NH.NNOM



		

		

		‘The police beat the boy badly.’









“Triple” agreement (example from Maithili)

(Bickel et al. 1999: 482)

(4)
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		a.

		ham

		to-rā

		kaniyā-ke



		

		1.NOM

		2NH/H-DAT

		bride-DAT



		

		dekh-au-l-i-au-nh



		

		see-CAUS-PST-1.NOM-2NH/H.NNOM-3H.NNOM



		

		‘I showed you the bride.’









Allocutivity

Allocutivity is “an instance of non-argumental
agreement” in which the presence of addressee is
acknowledged even though the addressee is not a
participant in the event expressed by the verb”
(Albizu, 2003: 9, emphasis added).

(see Antonov 2015 for detail)
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“Allocutive” agreement in Bajjika

(5)
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Four-level honorification for addressee

(6)
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Discourse-pragmatic functions the agreement markers

• -u, -aw, -taw as solidarity-enhancing markers 
(Excerpt 1)

• -taw as in-group face-threat mitigator
(Excerpt 2)

• -ain and -an as third person honorific markers in self-talk 
(Excerpt 3)
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